The data is found under the project \"Moving pictures of the human microbiome (mgp93)\" available with the following link: <https://www.mg-rast.org/linkin.cgi?project=mgp93>.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Human microbiome research is rife with studies attempting to deduce microbial correlation networks from sequencing data \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref001]--[@pcbi.1007037.ref005]\]. In many cases, the goal is to identify candidate species interactions, often with an aim to explore implications for human health. Pairs of taxa that exhibit negative correlations, for example, could act as probiotics, particularly if negative correlations are with pathogens. Likewise, pairs of taxa that exhibit positive correlations could provide an understanding of microbial succession---processes that can impact the composition, and thus 'ecosystem services' provided by the human microbiome \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref006]\]. Unfortunately, "correlation is neither necessary nor sufficient to establish causation" \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref007]\]. Thus, many of the microbial interactions identified from standard correlation and/or network analyses may be misleading, at least when taken as an indication of taxon interactions. A twin study of the human gut microbiome, for example, showed that most co-occurrence patterns are driven by host genetics, rather than by microbial taxon-taxon interactions \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref008]\].

More generally, co-occurrence/correlation in cross-sectional data can emerge from two fundamental processes that are mutually non-exclusive: species interactions and habitat or environmental filtering. Among species interactions, competition can lead to mutual exclusion \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref009]\] or negative correlations, whereas mutualism, commensalism or parasitism can establish positive correlations. Environmental filtering \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref010],[@pcbi.1007037.ref011]\], by contrast, describes a process where existence is only possible for species with suitable traits. In this case, a pair of microbial species may co-occur because they have similar nutritional requirements and/or environmental tolerances. Conversely, species may be mutually absent if they differ in environmental requirements or tolerances. Thus, both positive and negative taxon-taxon correlations can emerge from distinct underlying processes. This makes it impossible to tease apart the drivers of correlation.

Even when species do interact, correlation analyses can still be problematic. First, non-linear dynamics can weaken correlations among interacting species. Indeed, simulation shows that even in a deterministic and dynamically coupled two species system, zero correlation is possible \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref007]\]. When this occurs, correlation metrics erroneously imply lack of causation. Consequently, inferring causation from correlation is risky, particularly in biological systems where non-linear dynamics are ubiquitous \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref007]\]. Second, when a true species interaction occurs with a time lag (e.g., a metabolite secreted by a species takes some time to diffuse through the environment, get absorbed by the recipient, go through synthetic pathways and elicit an effect in the recipient), correlation will not capture the interaction because it depends on instantaneous covariance between two time series.

Because of the problems with a correlation network approach, at least for the purposes of inferring taxon interactions, correlation networks should only be used when plausible interaction mechanisms can be identified for strongly correlated taxon pairs \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref002]\], and even then with the realization that many interactions may be missed because of nonlinearity and/or time-lagged responses. Unfortunately, because of the diversity of the human microbiome, and the fact that many taxa are only recently identified and thus poorly studied, the map of ecological, or even metabolic interactions among taxa is highly incomplete \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref012],[@pcbi.1007037.ref013]\]. Instead, microbial ecologists have generally used correlation as a proxy for causality. In a recent study, for example, a number of correlation metrics and linear models were applied to a human microbiome dataset to decipher co-occurrence and co-exclusion networks \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref002]\]. Although the study only used cross-sectional data of presence-absence states, the researchers drew inferences about competition and exclusion between microbial clades. Another study \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref014]\] concluded that the highly centralized correlation networks in diseased versus healthy human oral microbiomes make diseased microbiomes more prone to a community shift in response to environmental change. This would be the case if central nodes control the structure of community stability. To make such an argument, however, it is necessary to assume that observed correlations stem from taxon interactions. Many additional studies have similarly assessed ecological interactions using taxon-taxon correlation/co-occurrence data \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref005],[@pcbi.1007037.ref015]--[@pcbi.1007037.ref020]\], while others still have computed correlation/co-occurrence metrics but left their implications open for interpretation \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref004],[@pcbi.1007037.ref021]--[@pcbi.1007037.ref025]\].

The difficulties associated with co-occurrence studies extend beyond theoretical interpretation. Laboratory studies on a simple but highly controlled closed system of three interacting microbial species \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref026]\] indicate that there are only two ways to robustly detect species interactions: biological replicates of a system at a given time and observation of a system over time. Because biological replicates of entire microbiomes are far from possible, this leaves analysis of time-series data as the sole method for accurately identifying pairs of interacting taxa.

Despite the challenges associated with identifying causality in sequencing data, there is nonetheless a general consensus about what constitutes a causal relationship: causes both precede and predict effects \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref027]\]. In keeping with the conclusions from the Hekstra and Leibler study \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref026]\], this implies a time element that is missing from most correlation analyses. The statistical approach known as Granger causality \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref007],[@pcbi.1007037.ref028]\], however, establishes causation by predicting the current state of a system using past states. Specifically, variable X is the "Granger cause" of variable Y if and only if X uniquely improves predictability of Y---i.e., if forecasting the future states of Y based on its own past states is improved when the past states of X are also included in the model \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref028]\]. Cross prediction of time-series (prediction improvement of Y by adding X in the predictor set that already included Y plus prediction improvement of X by adding Y in the predictor set that already included X) is a powerful and intuitive approach to establish causality. Furthermore, unlike correlation and co-occurrence analyses, which are non-directional, Granger causality is directional. This is important in understanding species interactions because correlation, even when it captures true ecological interactions between X and Y, cannot determine whether X impacts Y or vice-versa, or whether the impact goes in both directions. This deficiency of correlation studies is corrected by Granger causality, which allows researchers to tease apart the cause and effect in a species interaction. Though Granger causality analysis has been applied to a variety of datasets, including those showing beta oscillations in cortical networks \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref029]\], societal crises in response to climate change \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref030]\] and the relationship between daily Dow Jones stock returns and percentage changes in New York Stock Exchange trading volume \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref031]\], it is almost non-existent in the analysis of human microbiomes \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref032]\] (although some researchers have pointed to it as a potentially powerful approach in that context \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref033],[@pcbi.1007037.ref034]\]). In the only study that we came across that applied the models of Granger causality to microbiome data, Gibbons et al \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref032]\] analyzed human gut microbiome (four time series, one of them being the data we analyzed) using three lags in the model, with the main goal being to compare different methods of analysis and to identify the drivers of temporal dynamics of microbial abundance. We analyzed high resolution time series of the human microbiome at four body sites \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref035]\] using 20 lags in the causality models, to decipher strong positive and negative interactions, to identify those interactions that are short-acting versus long-acting, and to determine if interaction are conserved across body sites. Hence, compared to Gibbons et al. \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref032]\], our study not only addresses a different scientific question, but also goes beyond one body site to four and beyond short-timescales to both short- and long-timescales. In this study, we specifically seek to: (1) evaluate the relationship between correlation and causation, (2) decipher the networks of strong positive and negative interactions in all taxa-pairs at different time scales, and (3) determine if causal networks generalize across body sites.

Results {#sec002}
=======

One of the challenges of using Granger causality to explore ecological data is the interpretation of results. In particular, the output from a Granger causality analysis is a series of coefficients, each representing a different timescale, with different taxon pairs having different numbers of significant coefficients. To deal with this issue, we take several approaches. First, we consider general metrics, incorporating all coefficients. Then, to account for the fact that timescales differing by only a few days may represent the same or similar processes, we group time-lags into general, qualitative timescales, considering trends for 'short' (1--5 days) and 'long' (15--20 days) interactions, independent of precise day values.

Correlation versus causality {#sec003}
----------------------------

When all taxon-pairs with significant Pearson's correlation and Granger causality across all body sites were considered, we observed a weak negative relationship between Granger's causality and Pearson's correlation ([Fig 1](#pcbi.1007037.g001){ref-type="fig"}). If correlation inferred causality, then we would expect a strong positive relationship between Pearson's correlation and Granger causality. Such a weak negative relationship indicates that correlation is either a completely unreliable metric of causation or it actually suggests a taxon-interaction in the opposite direction as compared to that indicated by Granger causality.

![Granger causality vs Pearson's correlation coefficient for all four body sites.\
Granger causality (GC) is expressed as change in abundance of response variable (in standard deviation) as the abundance of Granger-cause increases by 1 SD. Positive coefficients indicate positive effect of the Granger-cause on response in affecting abundance, and vice versa. For a given taxon-pair, the highest coefficient among all positive coefficients and the lowest one among all negative coefficients are shown in the figure. The relationship between Pearson's correlation and Granger causality is shown separately for positive GC and negative GC along with separate splines.](pcbi.1007037.g001){#pcbi.1007037.g001}

We further examine causality-correlation relationship within long- and short-timescales of each body site. For this analysis, we only consider interspecific interactions. The only taxon pairs that are excluded are those that exhibit conflicting Granger causality signs of interaction within the short or long timescale. Tables in [S1 Table](#pcbi.1007037.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} through [S8 Table](#pcbi.1007037.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} show the numbers of interspecific taxon interactions that are positive, negative or insignificant for Granger causality and simultaneously positive, negative or insignificant for Pearson correlations for short and long timescale interactions. Applying chi-square tests of independence to these data shows that Pearson and Granger models are not independent for short timescales. In particular, having a negative Pearson coefficient makes a taxa-pair far less likely to have a negative Granger coefficient. This is consistent with the aggregated analysis of all body sites for the correlation between Pearson's correlation and Granger causality in [Fig 1](#pcbi.1007037.g001){ref-type="fig"}. Interestingly, although this same trend appears marginally significant at long timescales in the gut, it does not apply to long timescale interactions at other body sites, where there appears no discernable relationship between Pearson and Granger causality results (See [S1](#pcbi.1007037.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S8](#pcbi.1007037.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables).

Full quantitative analysis {#sec004}
--------------------------

When all the significant coefficients of Granger causality in each body site were examined collectively, vast majority of them are very small in magnitude ([S1 Fig](#pcbi.1007037.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Realizing that effect size can be important for ecological interpretation, we concentrate our results only to the top 5 percentile coefficients ("**strong coefficients**", hereafter) for each of the positive and negative interactions in a body site. These strongest signals of causality were separately detected in each body site.

[Fig 2](#pcbi.1007037.g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the number of strong coefficients for all pairs of taxa at each body site for interspecific (left column) and intraspecific (right column) interactions (for this analysis we take taxon A → taxon B and taxon B → taxon A as separate pairs). Of all the taxa in a body site, at least three-fourths had at least one intraspecific significant predictor (inset pie chart). Every taxon had at least one interspecific significant predictor (inset pie chart). When a taxon is predicted by another taxon, in vast majority of the cases, only one coefficient/lag (not necessarily the first lag) was significant for interspecific interactions whereas up to two coefficients made the vast majority of intraspecific interactions. In both cases, a few taxa-pairs are involved with up to four significant coefficients although the highest number observed was seven. The fact that intraspecific taxon pairs have more strongest coefficients than interspecific interactions suggests that a larger number of timescales are important for intraspecific relative to interspecific interactions.

![Number of strong coefficients of Granger causality for interspecific (left column) and intraspecific (right column) taxon pairs in the gut, and on the left-hand, right-hand and tongue.\
For a given response variable (taxon), the total number of significant coefficients of each predictor taxon was noted. Plots were created by the totality of such coefficients for all response variables. Inset pie-charts show the fraction of taxa with (colored) and without (black) at least one significant predictor.](pcbi.1007037.g002){#pcbi.1007037.g002}

[Fig 3](#pcbi.1007037.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the frequency with which strongest coefficients for different time-lags appear in the models for each taxon pair at each body site. Interspecific interactions appear disproportionately positive and relatively evenly distributed across time-lags ([Fig 3](#pcbi.1007037.g003){ref-type="fig"}, left column, see adjacent pie-charts). By contrast, almost all of intraspecific interactions are negative ([Fig 3](#pcbi.1007037.g003){ref-type="fig"}, right column), and the vast majority of interactions occur on a 1-day timescale, with a small fraction extending to 2 days and very few at 3 days or beyond. This suggests that there is short-term, intraspecific suppression for a wide range of different taxa at all body sites.

![Frequency with which strong coefficients appear at different time-lags for interspecific interactions (left column) and for intraspecific interactions (right column).\
Coefficients are shown for the gut, left-hand, right-hand and tongue. For each panel, the negative axis reflects time-lags with negative coefficients, while the positive axis reflects time-lags with positive coefficients. Pie-charts adjacent to each panel show the fraction of coefficients that are positive (blue) versus negative (orange).](pcbi.1007037.g003){#pcbi.1007037.g003}

In [Fig 4](#pcbi.1007037.g004){ref-type="fig"}, we show how different taxa are involved in Granger causality relationships. Specifically, we show the number of positive/negative cause/effect interspecific interactions by genus. Meanwhile, [Fig 5](#pcbi.1007037.g005){ref-type="fig"} shows the average time-lags associated with each taxon's interspecific and intraspecific interactions respectively. As in [Fig 3](#pcbi.1007037.g003){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig 5](#pcbi.1007037.g005){ref-type="fig"} reiterates the fact that interspecific interactions, even those that are relatively strong, occur over a range of timescales, whereas intraspecific interactions act primarily over short timescales. One notable exception to this trend is *Pedobacter* in right palm.

![Total number of strong interspecific cause and effect interactions that are positive (blue) and negative (orange) in the gut and on the tongue, left-hand and right-hand.\
Results are shown for each genus with at least one significant interaction.](pcbi.1007037.g004){#pcbi.1007037.g004}

![Average time-lag associated with all strong interspecific interactions (purple) and with all strong intraspecific interactions (green) in the gut and on the tongue, left-hand and right-hand.\
Results are shown for each genus with at least one significant interaction.](pcbi.1007037.g005){#pcbi.1007037.g005}

Body-site comparisons across timescales {#sec005}
---------------------------------------

In [S2 Fig](#pcbi.1007037.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (see [S1 Text](#pcbi.1007037.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we show a Venn diagram illustrating the number of shared taxa amongst different sets of body sites. The left- and right-hand are the most diverse, and also share the largest fraction of genera (73%). The gut is the least diverse and shares very few genera with the other three body sites (15%, 10% and 5% with the right-hand, left-hand and tongue respectively). This distribution of taxa constrains the number of interactions that can be conserved across body sites. However, even given these constraints, conservation is remarkably low. Amongst strong interspecific interactions, for example, there is only one that is conserved across two body sites, and that is a positive interaction between *Micrococcus* and *Veillonella* on the left- and right-hand at a timescale of 20 days. (See [S1 Text](#pcbi.1007037.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for an analysis of conservation for all interactions, both weak and strong). Strong intraspecific interactions are much more conserved, ranging from 33% between the gut and right-hand to 70% between the two hands.

One of the problems with considering individual time-lags separately is that it makes observing conserved interactions across sites very difficult. This is because conservation must be precise. Countering such precision is the fact that sampling almost certainly did not occur at the same time each day (for the gut, for instance, sampling is restricted to the timing of bowel movements). Likewise, similar processes may occur at somewhat different timescales at different body sites, particularly if resource availability or other environmental factors cause organisms to grow at different rates. For this reason, we now turn our attention to a qualitative analysis, where we consider any time-lag between 1--5 days as a 'short' interaction, and any time-lag between 15--20 days as a 'long' interaction. We ignore 'short' and/or 'long' interactions for any taxon pair with multiple coefficients at the short or long timescale with opposite signs. [Fig 6](#pcbi.1007037.g006){ref-type="fig"} shows how interactions break down for strong interactions with coefficients in the top 5% by magnitude (see [S2 Text](#pcbi.1007037.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for an analysis of all coefficients). As in [Fig 3](#pcbi.1007037.g003){ref-type="fig"}, we see that strong interspecific interactions are predominantly positive, and this is particularly true for long timescales. By contrast, strong intraspecific interactions are almost uniformly short and negative, again consistent with [Fig 3](#pcbi.1007037.g003){ref-type="fig"}. Although, no strong interspecific coefficients are conserved across three body sites, a few are conserved across the two hands. These are shown in [Table 1](#pcbi.1007037.t001){ref-type="table"}. All strong intraspecific coefficients are conserved.

![Fraction of short/long and negative/positive interactions with strong coefficients.\
The fractions are shown separately for interspecific and intraspecific interactions within each body site.](pcbi.1007037.g006){#pcbi.1007037.g006}

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007037.t001

###### Strong qualitative interactions conserved across the left-hand and right-hand.

Taxa pairs that are conserved both for interaction and timescale are shown.

![](pcbi.1007037.t001){#pcbi.1007037.t001g}

  Cause               Effect          Timescale   Interaction
  ------------------- --------------- ----------- -------------
  *Aggregatibacter*   *Bacillus*      long        negative
  *Arthrobacter*      *Micrococcus*   short       positive
  *Erwinia*           *Paracoccus*    short       positive
  *Haemophilus*       *Veillonella*   short       negative
  *Lactobacillus*     *Micrococcus*   long        positive
  *Lautropia*         *Paracoccus*    long        positive
  *Veillonella*       *Micrococcus*   long        positive

Discussion {#sec006}
==========

Strong positive or negative correlations between taxa can emerge as a result of species interactions \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref009]\] or via environmental filtering \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref010],[@pcbi.1007037.ref011]\]. With existing research, which primarily focuses on basic assessment of correlation patterns \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref001]--[@pcbi.1007037.ref005],[@pcbi.1007037.ref036],[@pcbi.1007037.ref037]\], it is difficult to determine the underlying causes of observed species distributions. Highlighting the challenges associated with teasing out species interactions from standard microbiome datasets, Berry and Wider \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref038]\] simulated multi-species microbial communities by generating interaction patterns with generalized Lotka-Volterra dynamics. They found that co-occurrence networks can be a proxy for interaction networks under certain conditions; however, with significant habitat filtering, the interpretation of co-occurrence becomes problematic. Unfortunately, few microbiome correlation studies explicitly discuss the pitfalls associated with using correlation/co-occurrence metrics to infer ecological interactions \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref012],[@pcbi.1007037.ref039]\]. A prior human microbiome study explicitly showed that correlation is not a reliable metric of interaction \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref039]\]. The conclusion of that study, however, comes from a simulation experiment with a set of specified conditions and not from the analysis of real-world data. Here, by analyzing four of the longest and densest time series from the human microbiome, we show that correlation is not a reliable proxy of ecological interaction (measured with Granger causality) in human microbiome, and indeed the two measures are weakly negatively related across the dataset ([Fig 1](#pcbi.1007037.g001){ref-type="fig"}). As Granger causality is beginning to see its application in microbiome studies \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref032]\], many types of interactions can be elucidated with these causal models. Unfortunately, ground-truthing of the causal models is highly limited at present because of very few in-vitro studies (e.g., \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref040]\]).

Sometimes, knowledge of the biological system under investigation can help to inform models of community interactions; however, this is not always the case. Particularly for complex microbiomes, a deeper understanding of biology is often insufficient to resolve conflicting hypotheses. A genome-scale metabolic modeling of the human gut microbiome, for example, found that species that strongly compete with each other (i.e., species with highly similar nutritional profiles) tend to co-occur, whereas species pairs that co-occur least often have dissimilar nutritional profiles, suggesting that environmental filtering is the main driver of community structure \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref012]\]. In contrast, a subsequent community metabolic model assembled from models of species level metabolic exchanges analyzed \>800 microbial communities and found that species interactions, in particular metabolic dependencies, are a "major driver of species co-occurrence" \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref041]\].

One solution for trying to identify species interactions in complex communities is to move beyond correlation (*t =* 0) to focus on causation (i.e., *t* \> 0 correlation). Stated simply, this is the temporal dependence of one taxon on another. Although many studies identify a 'core human microbiota' which is stable over long timescales \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref035],[@pcbi.1007037.ref042]--[@pcbi.1007037.ref044]\], there is still significant short timescale variation \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref035],[@pcbi.1007037.ref042]\], making it possible to examine causal relationships within community dynamics. In the present study, we used the longest available time series of human microbiome dynamics \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref035]\] to elucidate causal networks among constituents of the human microbiome.

Interestingly, we find that strong interspecific interactions tend to be positive (see [Fig 3](#pcbi.1007037.g003){ref-type="fig"}). This is in opposition to the few experimental studies that exist. For example, Foster and Bell \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref045]\] analyzed overall respiration, and found that the great majority of interactions are net negative. Similarly, by culturing artificial microbial communities of 1--12 species for 60 generations and comparing community yield against the sum of species' yields in monoculture, Fiegna *et al*. \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref046]\] demonstrated that interactions are, in general, negative, although they also showed that interactions become less negative over time.

Interestingly, our analysis also shows a tendency towards more positive interactions over longer timescales (see [Fig 6](#pcbi.1007037.g006){ref-type="fig"}), at least for strong interactions. One reason we may detect more positive interactions overall is that our analysis is based on data from communities in vivo, where cell-cell adhesion and formation of complex biofilms may be important for persistence. Physical requirements for persistence in environments like the gut or oral cavity may outweigh metabolic competition in terms of the net degree of mutualism/facilitation amongst community members.

Our finding that intraspecific interactions tend to occur on short timescales and tend to be strongly negative (see [Fig 3](#pcbi.1007037.g003){ref-type="fig"}) suggests that individual populations are kept in check not by other bacterial taxa, but rather by factors intrinsic to themselves. This might be resource limitation; however, for this to be the case, resource use would have to lead to overcompensatory dynamics, such that a large population on one day led to a crash the following day. Though not impossible, a more likely explanation is natural enemies, such as phages. In essence, then, the picture that emerges for maintenance of biodiversity in the human microbiome is one of a temporal Jansen-Connell effect. In particular, when any single population begins to dominate, 'density-dependent', host-specific pathogens attack the population, leading to collapse. An analogous way to view our findings is from a Lotka-Volterra competition framework. Specifically, we find stable coexistence among large numbers of microbes because each member of a pair of species inhibits its own population growth more strongly than it inhibits the population growth of others \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref047]\].

Comparing body sites, we find very few shared interactions, even when accounting for taxonomic differences in community composition among the gut, hands and tongue. Indeed, for our full quantitative analysis with all time-lags (see [S1 Text](#pcbi.1007037.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S9 Table](#pcbi.1007037.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we find \<1% of interspecific coefficients conserved across the tongue, and two hands, which share a total of 18 genera. Intraspecific models are more conserved, although even for these, only 13--20% of coefficients are shared across three or more sites (see [S1 Text](#pcbi.1007037.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S9 Table](#pcbi.1007037.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). When we use a qualitative analysis, results improve, although even here, very few interactions remain across multiple body sites (see [Table 1](#pcbi.1007037.t001){ref-type="table"} and [S2 Text](#pcbi.1007037.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Examining qualitative interactions that are conserved across the tongue, left- and right-hands, it is interesting to note that there are clusters of negative interactions that align with known spatial segregation of specific taxa, suggesting the potential for niche competition. For example, there is inhibition between *Leptotrichia*, *Capnocytophaga* and *Fusobacterium* (see [S2 Text](#pcbi.1007037.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S11 Table](#pcbi.1007037.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), all of which are predominantly found in a wide band just inside the periphery of 'hedge-hog' structures in plaque \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref048]\]. Meanwhile, we see another distinct cluster of negative interactions involving *Rothia*, *Haemophilus*, *Neisseria* and *Veillonella* (see [S2 Text](#pcbi.1007037.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S11 Table](#pcbi.1007037.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Notably, *Rothia*, *Veillonella* and *Haemophilus* are members of 'cauliflower' structures within plaque \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref048]\]. Meanwhile, *Rothia* and *Neisseria* are both early colonizers of oral cavity surfaces, again suggesting niche overlap where competition might occur \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref049]\].

Contrasting Granger causality and more standard correlation analysis with Pearson Correlation coefficients, it is interesting to note that there does appear to be some relationship between the two for short timescale interactions. Contrary to what is expected, this relationship is, however, negative. That is, positive Pearson correlation coefficients are more likely to have negative Granger causality coefficients, at least at short timescales. Long timescale Granger causality results do not appear to be related to Pearson correlation except, perhaps, minimally in the gut. The explanation for these observations is unclear, but may point to a tendency to compete with other taxa that share a similar environmental niche.

Two previous studies \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref033],[@pcbi.1007037.ref050]\] have taken a time series regression approach to the same microbiome dataset that we analyzed. However, neither qualify as a Granger causality analysis, differing from ours in two key ways. First, their methods did not integrate cross-prediction (where a given taxon is predicted by both its own lagged states and the suspected Granger cause, and vice versa). In our model, a causal relationship is established only when the cause significantly improves prediction of a model that already includes lagged states of the response variable. Second, their analysis included only the first lag. There is no reason to believe interactions completely disappear after one day, and indeed we found significant terms out to 20 days.

Conclusion {#sec007}
----------

Biological interactions of microbial communities are so little known that mapping out the architecture of interactions is currently a formidable challenge \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref019],[@pcbi.1007037.ref051]\]. Therefore, statistical analysis of correlation/co-occurrence networks, which are increasingly available because of high-throughput cross-sectional sequencing, could serve as a first approximation of biological interactions. However, making the leap from co-occurrence data to causality requires statistical tools that can actually elucidate causation, which is not possible with a simple correlation approach. Indeed, correlation networks may have no relationship to interaction networks. Therefore, in the absence of guiding assumptions about ecological interactions, Granger causality and related techniques may be particularly helpful for understanding the driving factors governing microbiome composition and structure.

Methods {#sec008}
=======

Data source and processing {#sec009}
--------------------------

Granger causality is, in essence, a method for determining taxon correlations through time. As a consequence, a minimum requirement is a well-resolved microbiome time series. For our work, we used data from Caporaso et al. \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref035]\], which is the longest human microbiome time series to date. In brief, this dataset comprises 16S sequences for all bacterial taxa over a period of 336--373 days from four body sites ([Table 2](#pcbi.1007037.t002){ref-type="table"}). Although the original study considered two human subjects---one male and one female---we focused on the male data, since this subject was followed over a longer period of time. To simplify our analysis, we performed all calculations on genus level taxonomic assignments. Further, we only considered genera with a measurable abundance in at least 90% of the time series. However, even for these taxa, up to 10% of data points may be absences. Because absences can be problematic for Granger causality analyses, we replaced absences with randomly sampled small abundances (a random number generated between 10^−5^ and 10^−3^ of the mean of the time series). The assumption is that genera that are present on \>90% of days were not actually missing on the other days, but were instead not detected because their abundances fell below the detection threshold \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref035]\]. For all of our analyses, we first calculated relative (i.e., normalized) abundances. However, because genera can differ in their relative abundances by several orders of magnitude, we performed our analyses on standard deviation changes in abundance. Specifically, we standardized the relative abundance of each genus by its own mean and standard deviation across the time series. Finally, we removed stochastic and deterministic trends by first-differencing. Analyses were performed separately for each of the four body sites.

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007037.t002

###### Characteristics of body sites and model.

Each Genus in a body site was predicted by a sum of its own lags as well as that of all other Genus. A separate model was built to predict each Genus by itself (endogeneous variable) and all the other Genus (exogeneous variables). Each Genus in a body site was therefore provided with the same set of predictors but the final model retained different set of predictors (Genus and lags).

![](pcbi.1007037.t002){#pcbi.1007037.t002g}

  Body site    Length of time series   Total number of Genus in the body site   Number of Genus that were saved by Lasso in the final model   Number of parameters initially considered to predict each Genus   Number of parameters saved by Lasso in the final model of each predicted Genus   Fraction of all parameters (lags) that were retained by Lasso in the final model
  ------------ ----------------------- ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Gut          336                     23                                       2--22                                                         460                                                               2--108                                                                           0.30
  Left palm    365                     38                                       1--38                                                         760                                                               1--111                                                                           0.25
  Right palm   359                     52                                       1--43                                                         1040                                                              1--73                                                                            0.20
  Tongue       373                     29                                       1--29                                                         580                                                               1--111                                                                           0.23

Granger causality analysis {#sec010}
--------------------------

The original Granger causality model included only two time series---the potential Granger cause and the response---as predictors \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref028]\]. Two types of processes can lead to spurious causation in such pair-wise analysis of causality. First, when taxon A interacts with taxa B and C at different time lags, but taxa B and C are causally independent, an analysis showing causal relationship between taxa B and C is incorrect. Second, when the flow of causation is from taxon A to B and then from taxon B to C, a detection of causation between taxa A and C is spurious. These two situations---the first one called as "differentially delayed driving" and the second one as "sequential driving"--have been tested in the traditional, pair-wise framework of Granger causation \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref052]\]. In a simulation experiment of 500 realizations with each of them being 100 timesteps long, Chen et al. \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref052]\] showed that the classical pair-wise Granger causality identifies spurious causation resulting from both aforementioned processes as the true causation. However, when Chen et al. performed a multivariate or conditional Granger causality analysis (including all three time series in the model), the spurious causations detected by the pair-wise Granger analysis were removed whereas all true causations were retained \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref052]\]. Realizing the power of multivariate methods, several multivariate extensions of Granger causality \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref053]--[@pcbi.1007037.ref056]\] have been developed recently, and we have implemented one of these multivariate approaches here.

The superiority of multivariate Granger causality over the traditional, pair-wise approach can be explained by statistical theory. In a model with two predictors, the coefficients reflect the effect of one predictor when the other predictor variable is also included in the model and is held constant \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref057]\]. This partial effect of a predictor is the unique effect of the variable in predicting the response variable \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref058]\]. As a consequence, the spurious causations detected using a pair-wise Granger causality are correctly eliminated by using a multivariate/conditional Granger causality analysis. Since both the statistical insights, as well as prior simulation experiments, show that multivariate or conditional Granger analysis eliminates the cases of spurious causations that plague the traditional pair-wise analysis of Granger causation, we applied a multivariate approach of Granger causality in this current study.

Another advantage of multivariate analysis is a dramatic reduction in the number of hypothesis tests and false positives. In a standard Granger causality analysis, the number of hypotheses tested would be $2*\binom{n}{2}$ for *n* taxa. In our dataset, for example, this would yield 253 hypotheses for the gut microbial community and 1326 for the right palm. With the conventional approach of hypothesis testing with alpha of 0.05, we can potentially have up to 66 false positive cases of causation in the right palm alone (i.e., significant causation identified when no causation exists). By using a multivariate approach, however, the number of hypotheses tested is reduced to 23 and 52 for gut and right palm, respectively, and the number of false positives in the right palm is reduced to 3.

To take advantage of the multivariate approach, we implemented multivariate/conditional analysis of Granger causality in this study. To construct multivariate models, we assumed that the relative abundance of any particular genus could be dependent on all other genera in the community; we then considered 20 time-lags (for a maximum lag of approximately 20 days). We chose this time range because we found that lags beyond 15--17 days rarely improve the models. Because we wanted to include multiple time lags as predictors, we were faced with a large over-parameterization problem. For example, each response genus in the gut had 460 predictors, while each response genus on the right palm had 1040 predictors ([Table 2](#pcbi.1007037.t002){ref-type="table"}). To reduce parameters and ensure predictive power, we applied what is known as a least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref059]\]. LASSO performs both regularization and variable selection by shrinking large coefficients and eliminating smaller ones. This results in a simpler model with better interpretability and stability. To perform LASSO, we tested a range of shrinkage parameters, selecting the best shrinkage parameter based on it, and yielding a model with minimum prediction error when tested against independent data (cross-validation).

Completion of model building was achieved in three steps that included rolling cross-validation \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref060],[@pcbi.1007037.ref061]\]. Specifically, we built a model using only the first one-third of the time series. A range of penalty parameters were then tested by sequentially adding one observation at a time from the second third of the time series; the best penalty parameter was selected so as to minimize the mean-squared forecast error. Finally, independent validation of the model was performed using the final third of the time series. This method of rolling cross-validation assisted LASSO shrinkage of the model eliminated about three-quarters of the total parameters ([Table 2](#pcbi.1007037.t002){ref-type="table"}). Whereas cross-validation is considered a gold standard of model evaluation, there is an additional reason to apply such methods to microbiome datasets: taxon associations in human gut microbiota have been shown to vary in strength over time \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref034]\]. This makes cross-validation of the model crucial for model evaluation and selection. Granger causality analysis was performed in R (version 3.4.1) using the "BigVAR" package \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref062]\]. For a visual presentation of the sequence of the overall methods in the study, we developed a flow chart ([Fig 7](#pcbi.1007037.g007){ref-type="fig"}).

![Flow chart of the methods and models we employed.\
In one of the first applications of causal models in microbiome interaction network analysis, we used conditional/multivariate model of Granger causality which eliminates spurious causations but retains the true ones (this is in contrast to the traditional more famous pair-wise model of Granger causality which detects spurious causations). LASSO shrinkage and rolling cross validation of the model makes it simpler and more robust. This overall method is novel in microbiome network analysis. The novelty in the findings of our study is that we show conclusively as the first report that correlation does not inform causality at all in human microbiome. For a richer ecological inference, we decomposed the taxa interactions into (1) interspecific vs intraspecific, (2) positive vs negative, (3) cause vs effect, and (4) short vs long timescales.](pcbi.1007037.g007){#pcbi.1007037.g007}

Although prior simulation \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref052]\] and statistical insight \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref057],[@pcbi.1007037.ref058]\] (discussed above) validate the multivariate/conditional Granger causality for its strengths of identifying true causation and eliminating spurious causation detected by pair-wise Granger analysis, we went a step further and determined the robustness of our model by reshuffling the data we analyzed and determining how many causations are detected in the randomized data. When the time series are randomized, the temporal relationship between lags should disappear and so, ideally speaking, no causations should be detected (some false positives are always allowed because of the non-zero Type I error \[alpha\] of the model). We calculated the number of strong coefficients detected from reshuffled time series as well as from real data. We applied the same threshold to determine strong coefficients in the actual and randomized data for a given body site (see "Full quantitative analysis" under the [Results](#sec002){ref-type="sec"} section for definition). The number of taxa-pairs with strong coefficients detected using the reshuffled data was a mere 7% of the number of strong coefficients detected in the actual data ([S12 Table](#pcbi.1007037.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This gives us high confidence that, despite the complexities in the model and data, the composite modeling approach we used, which goes beyond traditional Granger analysis, has detected true signal, as expected under a robust statistical model with reasonable tolerance of false positives.

Although we detected 41 interacting taxa-pairs with strong coefficients using the reshuffled data across all four body sites, only five of those taxa- pairs were found in the results of the actual data. We eliminated those five taxa-pairs from the results presented in this study.

The problem of compositional structure in data {#sec011}
----------------------------------------------

Relative abundance data suffers from the problem of compositionality which can yield spurious correlation. There have been attempts to deal with this problem. Faust et al \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref002]\] proposed a method to generate an appropriate null distribution of correlation by permutation and renormalization, accounting for the compositional structure of the data. Although this approach yields a null appropriate for compositional data in a pairwise analysis, it does not alter the estimate itself, which makes it irrelevant to our multivariate analysis. Another study by Friedman and Alm \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref015]\] went a step further and proposed a new estimate of correlation. However, their mathematical formulation of this metric was developed for pairwise comparison and there is no straightforward way to include this in a multivariate regression framework. Although our analysis cannot rely on these recently developed approaches to minimize the impact of compositionality, we have employed a stringent LASSO shrinkage of the model that eliminated three-fourths of the coefficients, retaining only the very strongest and most highly significant relationships. On top of that, most of the results we have shown are for the strongest 5% of all the significant results. Additionally and importantly, our analysis does not suffer from one of the key problems of compositional data: singularity of the design matrix for the regression yielding no unique solution to the ordinary least square problem \[[@pcbi.1007037.ref039],[@pcbi.1007037.ref063]\]. In our analysis, because on average only one fourth of the parameters are used, the regression model is well-defined.

After applying all the procedures, we tested the results against that of reshuffled time series of the actual data. This test shows that the false positives of our results is likely to be about 7% on average across body sites. Whereas we do not have a straightforward way of determining the extent compositionality affected our result, the reshuffled results give us high confidence in our results.

Supporting information {#sec012}
======================

###### Number of shared taxa amongst different sets of body sites and conserved taxon interactions across body sites.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Interaction categories for long vs short, positive vs negative, interspecific vs intraspecific relationships within each body site and pairwise comparison of body sites.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Correlation vs short timescale causality in the gut.

Number of taxon pairs with positive, negative and insignificant interactions for Pearson correlation and short timescale Granger causality models of the gut.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Correlation vs long timescale causality in the gut.

Number of taxon pairs with positive, negative and insignificant interactions for Pearson correlation and long timescale Granger causality models of the gut.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Correlation vs short timescale causality on the left-hand.

Number of taxon pairs with positive, negative and insignificant interactions for Pearson correlation and short timescale Granger causality models of the left-hand.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Correlation vs long timescale causality on the left-hand.

Number of taxon pairs with positive, negative and insignificant interactions for Pearson correlation and long timescale Granger causality models of the left-hand.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Correlation vs short timescale causality on the right-hand.

Number of taxon pairs with positive, negative and insignificant interactions for Pearson correlation and short timescale Granger causality models of the right-hand.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Correlation vs long timescale causality on the right-hand.

Number of taxon pairs with positive, negative and insignificant interactions for Pearson correlation and long timescale Granger causality models of the right-hand.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Correlation vs short timescale causality on the tongue.

Number of taxon pairs with positive, negative and insignificant interactions for Pearson correlation and short timescale Granger causality models of the tongue.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Correlation vs long timescale causality on the tongue.

Number of taxon pairs with positive, negative and insignificant interactions for Pearson correlation and long timescale Granger causality models of the tongue.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Comparison of Granger causality models across body sites.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Conserved interactions including both interspecific (black) and intraspecific (red) interactions.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Qualitative interactions conserved across the tongue, left- and right-hand.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Validating model with randomized data.

Number of strong coefficients detected from randomized data as well as from real data.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Coefficients of Granger causality for each body site.

Effects outside of the orange bars correspond to the strongest 5% of effects in positive and negative interactions.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Shared taxa amongst the body sites, and causally related taxon-pairs that are shared and unique across the body sites.

\(A\) Venn diagram showing the number of shared genera amongst the gut, left-hand, right-hand and tongue; (B,C) Pie charts for pairwise combinations of body sites illustrating the number of time-lags with significant, taxon-specific coefficients that are unique to one or other body site (solid) or else shared between body sites (striped). For each chart, we include only those taxa found on both body sites being compared (see A) and treat positive and negative coefficients separately (i.e., to be classified as a shared time-lag, the sign must be the same). Individual panels are as follows: (B) interspecific interactions considering all time-lags from 1 to 20 days, (C) intraspecific interactions considering all time-lags from 1 to 20 days.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Interaction categories for long vs short, positive vs negative, interspecific vs intraspecific relationships.

(A,B) Fraction of taxon pairs at the four body sites that exhibit no interaction (white), consistent long and/or short interactions (solid), only interactions between 11--14 days (wavy lines) and only short and/or long interactions with conflicting signs for (A) interspecific interactions and (B) intraspecific interactions. (C,D) Fraction of consistent short and/or long interacting taxon pairs with various combinations of negative and positive short and long interactions for (C) interspecific interactions and (D) intraspecific interactions.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Pie charts for pairwise combinations of body sites illustrating the number of time-lags with significant, taxon-specific coefficients that are unique to one or other body site (solid) or else shared between body sites (striped).

For each chart, we include only those taxa found on both body sites being compared (see [S2 Fig](#pcbi.1007037.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, panel A) and treat positive and negative coefficients separately (i.e., to be classified as a shared time-lag, the sign must be the same). Individual panels are as follows: (A) interspecific interactions considering only 'short' and 'long' timescales and (B) intraspecific interactions considering only 'short' and 'long' timescales.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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